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Abstract . We present a combined experimental mid lheorefir.il study of ionization
of the ground stale of licliiiin by 40 eV incident eleel rons. Absolute in-plane and out-of-
plane measurements are provided for the case of 4 eV slow electron energy. These are
found to be in good agreement with the convergent close-coupling (CCC) calculations.
Three calculations are presented, in order to demonstrate convergence, which couple
a total of 87, 99 and 103 states. These also simultaneously yield results for the equal
energy sharing kinematics which are found to be in good agreement with the available
relative roplanar symmetric measurements.
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1. Introduction

Electron-impact ionization of helium continues to attract considerable attention. This is
a well-defined problem in few-body physics that has thus far proved to be a substantial
challenge for theorists. Experimentally, there exists a substantial body of measurements
for this system at a broad range of incident electron energies. Accurate absolute cross
sections at high energies exist which have been normalised by extrapolation of the
generalized oscillator strength (Ehrhardt et al 1986, Schlemmer e( al 1991). There are
also absolute data in the near threshold region (Rose!, Roder, Jung, Ehrhardt, Jones
and Madison 1992) normalised using a method based on measuring all relevant physical
parameters independent of incident energy (Rosel, Roder, Jung and Ehrhardt 1992). In
addition then- are <<>usidri;il>le data for incident energies below 105 eV which have been
put on the absolute scale using a combination of analytical and experimental techniques
(Murray rt «M!>!)2).

On the theoretical side Jones el at (1992), Rosel, Rodcr, Jung, Ehrhardt, Jones
and Madison (1992) and Pan and Starace (1993) use a combination of the distorted-
wave approach, with post-collision interaction described by efFective charges to yield
some good residts at low energies. Whelan el al (199:i) include a Gamow factor to
describe posl -collision interaction, ivitli polarisation in their distorted-wave approach
which improves the agreement in shape with experiment. Generally, the distorted-wave
formalism yirltls completely satisfactory results at high energies (Jones et al 1993), and
so the primary investigation has turned to the intermediate and low energy regions.

The aim of this paper is to continue a combined theoretical and experimental
investigation of c-IIe ionization triply differential cross sections (TDCS) in the
asymmetric onnrgy sharing geometry. After initial success at incident energies of 100 eV
(Bray and Kursn l!)!)5t) and 50 eV (Roder cl al 1995) we now consider the 40 eV incident
energy. The theory w use is the convergent close-coupling (CCC) method. This is a
non-perturbativt; unitary approach to ionization following on the work of Curran and
Walters (1!)H7). It has the ability to accurately obtain simultaneously elastic, excitation,
singly-, doubly- and triply- differential cross sections (Bray and Fursa 19954). It was
initially developed for electron-hydrogen excitation (Bray and Stelbovics 1992), and has
since been applied successfully to electron-hydrogen ionization (Bray and Stelbovics
1993, Rray rl al l<)<)4, Konovalov et al 1994).

In this work we shall first give an outline of the CCC theory, followed by the
experimental method. Measurements and calculations will be presented for the final
energies of the outgoing electrons EB = 4 eV and E,\ = 11.4 eV, with the incident
energy Eg = 40 eV. Results will be given for both in-plane and out-of-plane cases.
Finally, the theoretical results for the equal energy-sharing kinematics will be presented
and compared with the relative data of Rosel et al (1991).



2. CCC theory

The details of the CCC theory for electron-helium scattering have been given by Fursa
and Bray (1995). The total wave function is expanded in a set of square-integrable
states obtained by diagonalizing the target Hamiltonian in an explicitly antisymmetric
two-electron Laguerre basis. Increasing the basis size gives a better description of both
the discrete and continuum subspaces. In the former case simply more discrete states
are obtained which are good approximations to the true corresponding eigenstates. In
the latter case a more dense representation of the continuum is obtained using square-
integrable (i2) positive-energy states. Thus far we have only used the frozen-con- model,
where one of the electron functions is set to be the Is orbital of the helium ion. This
approximation leads to good excited-state wave functions and a satisfactory ground
state.

The above-mentioned work concentrated on excitation phenomena showing the
ability of the theory to describe differential cross sections and electron-impart coherence
parameters for states with principle quantum number n < :t at a range of energies from
0 to 500 eV. In addition, this work also showed that the total ionization cross section,
obtained by summing the cross sections corresponding to excitation of positive-energy
states, is also in very good agreement with experiment. This result on its own suggests
that we should be able to obtain detailed ionization information directly from the T-
matrix elements corresponding to excitation of positive-energy slates arising in the CCC
calculations.

We take the approach that ionization is essentially the same; as inelastic scattering.
The ionization processes are described by excitation of the positive energy slates. For
example, if for total energy E we write the T-matrix elements resulting from a CCC
calculation using N states as (fc/$^'|T|$;VA:i), where the initial and final $K and k
are, respectively, the target states and plane-waves whose corresponding energies satisfy
£ + t2/2 = E, then the total ionization cross section a\ is simply

This approach has also been used with great success in the case of atomic hydrogen (Bray
and Stelbovics 1993), helium ion (Bray et al 1993), sodium (Bray 199-1) and lithium-like
ions (Bray 1995). Yet there is immediately a substantial consequence of this procedure
that may be easy to overlook. In (1) we are summing over the cross sections for final
states. This is a standard quantum mechanical procedure when we have distinct final
states not resolved in the experiment. As Cj? increases from 0 to /i, .simultaneously kjj2
decreases from E to 0, with no double counting problems. This implies that the two
T-matrix elements Tmi = (fcm*J[|r|*?'fc.-) and Tni = (Jk,.*;y|T|*f''Jfci) with c* = h'J2
(and hence e% = kfn/2, i.e. the energies are distributed symmetrically about E/2)



correspond to two theoretically distinct processes. The conclusion is that the nnilary
close-coupling formalism induces a formal distinction between an electron represented
by a plane wave and one represented by an I? state. For this reason whrn delming
differential ionization cross sections for given energies of the outgoing electron* l'.,\ .-HKI
Ey we form the incoherent sum |rm ; |2 + | rm |2 , where EB = (Z = k^/'l (iinil hence
EA = cjy = k^J'2). Note that this consideration applies whether exchange is treated,
or not, in the calculations. If exchange is included then each of these '/'-matrices is
made of a culierent sum of a direct and an exchange amplitude, as quantum mechanics
dictates. It is only afler the incoherent sum that we may obtain singly ilillereiilial
ionizatiou cross sections thai are symmetric about lij'l and are in good agreement willi
experiment (Hray and Kursa l!)!)5«).

We cannot use '/'-matrix elements in (1) directly to calculate differential ioni/.-ilion
cross sections. This is because the states <t>y' are normalised to unity. We inlei prel t hem
to correspond to tl«-process whore one electron leaves the asymptotically neutral Ifirget
with energy k'j/'l shielded by the electron with energy t^. lly contrast., the elfctron
with energy ty' move* in the ionic field of the residual ion. For this reason we pill
the '/'-matrix elements with if > 0 onto the continuum scale by multiplying them by
tin? overlap of (q/\lt"f!), where qj is the continuum (frozen-core) eigenfiinctiun uf the
target Hamiltoiiian with energy </j/2 = t j ' . This is done for each T-matrix element
with 0 < t j ' < / i , allowing us to interpolate to obtain the 7'-matrix elements for any
given Ey = IJH/2 ami IC,\ = <it\l- combinations.

The utility of the C'CC approach depends on being able to obtain convergence in
the observable of interest as the number of states N is increased. For this reason we
usually present at least two calculations which have a substantially different (list ril ml ion
in the energy levels. This is the way we indicate the accuracy of our calculations. When
convergence is obtained we use experiment to validate our approach to ioni/ation.

In figure 1 we give the energy levels arising in the CCC calculations |»ie.viiled in
this work. The O('C:(I()3) and CCC(87) calculations include S, 1J, D, F and (! target
states (/,1MX = 1) in the expansion of the total wave function. The CCC(!)U) calculation
extends the CCL'(iST) by adding II states i.e., has /nmx = 5. Thus a difference between
the latter two calculations indicates convergence with increasing /„,«,. The ('('('(MM)
calculation has a somewhat different distribution of the states for / < •!, chosen in such
a way that for each target symmetry one of the energy levels is near Eji. A cuiii|>ari*iiii
of the C('C(103) and CCC(87) calculations gives an indication of convergence as I he
number of states is increased for /„,„ = 4.



3. Appara tus

Figure '1 shows the top and side view of the (e,2e) spectrometer of crossed beam type
used for I his investigation. It consists of an electron gun with a monochromator and two
iiideprndently-rotatable electron analysers with an angular resolution of about ±3.5°.
The electron current produced by the gun is about 300 nA with an energy resolution
ofnlnnil ISO meV. Both analysers use 127° cylindrical condensers for energy selection.
Tlir energy resolution of each analyser is about 180 meV. One of the analysers can also
be moved out of the scattering plane. The minimum angle between the two analysers is
•\n°. Uackground electrons are suppressed by a large-scale Faraday cup which collects the
imsi-jiitried electrons. The scattering region is shielded from the resultant electric field
by gimtndcd high transmission nets. Heating of all relevant systems up to ISO" allows
I lie apparatus to be stable over a long period of time, so that during th<¥ measurement
of otic annular dependence no readjustments are necessary.

The movable ion collector was needed for the normalization of Ihe cross section to
absolute units as described in detail by Rosel, Roder, Jung and Khrhardt (1992). For
the (Iclci niiiiation of the viewing angle and the detection efficiency of the analyser of
(he slou- electron the double differential cross sections (DDCS) of Mullcr-Fiedler r.l al
(li)S(i) have I wen used. In the case of the fast electron analyser the calculated DDCS of
Hiay and 1'iiisa (19956) have been used. Care has been taken lo adjust the apparatus
acruralcly as described in detail by fioder ct al (1995).

4. Results

When III oV electrons are incident on the ground state of helium there are many
.sraltcrinj; processes that occur. Before looking at ionization processes we first check
t hat wi' obi ;ilrt accurate excitation differential cross sections. These are given in figure X
In addition lo the above-mentioned CCC(103), CCC(99) and CCC(S7) calculations we
also (iiv<- the CCO(75) result of Fursa and Bray (1995), indicating that the smaller
calculation is sufficient for an accurate description of the presented differential cross
srrtitins.

Having passed the test for discrete excitation we now turn to ionization. Here our
first lest is Ihe total ionization cross section. This cross section may be obtained by
simply summing the cross sections for excitation of the positive-energy states (1). The
(K'CdIM). <'CC(99) and CCC(S7) results, in units of 10""1Tcm2, arc 1.00. 1.57 and 1.57,
rcspi-i'lively. This compares very well with the measurement 1.61 ±0.08 by Montague
11 nl (I!)S1). We now consider detailed differential ionization cross sections.

Figure 1 shows a three-dimensional plot of the triple differential cross section for
•II) cV impact energy and Es = 4 eV for the slow electron in the scattering plane. The



part of the plot which covers negative values of the scattering angle of the slow electron
(fig) indicates that both outgoing electrons emerge to the same side of the beam. The
dominant region for this scattering kinematics is that the fast electron is scattered in
the forward direction and the slow electron is scattered in the backward direction. It
shows a very small "binary" peak for scattering angles 0A « -20" and 0B sa 80°. The
dominant scattering processes for backward scattering of the fast electron are those for
which the slow electron is scattered in the forward direction. These processes, in this
kinematic region, are as probable as the scattering in the "binary" peak region.

Figure 5 shows the 2-diniensional cuts for fixed 0A and —180 < 0g < 180 giving
a more detailed comparison between theory and experiment. For the whole set of
measurements with fixed angle 0,\ the agreement between theory and experiment
in both shape- ami absolute values is very good. The measurements in the region
—50° < 0A < —20° probe I he most intense part of the cross section in the available
angular range. Ivcprriineiil and theory predict for 0A = —20° a maximum in the
cross section of a: :{.10"l!' cm2sr"2eV~' for backward scattering of the slow electron
{0B sa ±180°). This is about 6 times larger than the local maximum in the "binary"
region sa r,.ur'iu i - m ^ r M r 1 .

Comparison of the present work with our data at 50 eV (Roder et al 1995) indicates
that the cross seel ion generally diminishes with the smaller incident energy in line
with the Iot;il ioniziilion cross section. It is also evident that with smaller incident
energy backward scattering of the fast electron becomes more pronounced. Theory and
experiment show no change in the structure of the cross section in going from fixed
6 A = -20° to —10". The change in the structure of the TDC'S is evident at fixed
0A = -fit)0. For -ISO" < 0A < -120° the cross section shows substantial backward
scattering behaviour for the fast electron. There is now a peak arising around Og — —10°
which imlirali's a preference for emergence of the two electrons in opposite directions.

In figure (i we give ^-dimensional cuts for fixed angles of 0g = 25°,80° and 147°,
that may lie seen in figure 1. The agreement for fixed 0B = 80° and 147° is very good,
whereas for fl/i = 25° there is some discrepancy between theory and experiment. The
theory predicts a larger probability for both electrons to emerge close together in the
forward direct ion than experiment. Generally the discrepancies between theory and
experiment tend to occur where the cross section is relatively small, and so we find the
agreement between the two to be very satisfactory.

To complete our investigation for these asymmetric energy sharing conditions we
have extended (lie measurements to the out-of-plane region. Figure 7 shows a spline-
curve fitting to approximately 200 measured data points with the detector for the
fast election fixed in-plane at 0A = 20°, and the other detector varied through the
experimentally accessible angles. We use the standard spherical coordinate system.
The angle between the slow electron and the incident beam is 0g, whereas (j>g is the



usual azimuthal angle. The coordinates of the fast electron are 6A — 20", <t>,\ = 0°.
The <j>g = 180° case corresponds to the in-plane situation with both electrons on either
side of the incident beam. Tlie in-plane results for the two outgoing electrons being
on the same side of the beam would be indicated by <J>B — 0°. Tin." corresponding
theoretical results are also given in figure 7 for the CCC(99) calculation. Agreement
with experiment is good, and since the theory has no restrictions in liter angular regions
available, we see that the ont-of-plane backward scattering of Uif slow ejection is quite
large.

In figure 8 we present our theoretical results for the equal energy sharing case for
the two outgoing electrons. As was the case at 50 eV (Roder tl al 10iW) \\v find that the
coplanar symmetric geometry, given in detail in the 2-dimcnsional plot, misses a good
deal of the structure predicted by the theory. From the 3-dimeiisional plot we nee that
the probability for the two outgoing electrons to be found near each oilier (0A =s OH) is
very small as would be expected. The agreement between the theory HIM! experiment is
generally good for angles greater than 40°. The large variation at small angles between
the CCC(103) and the almost identical CCC(99) and CCC(S7) calculations indicates
that it is more important to have a better distribution of the states within the larger
/ than having a large /,,,„„. A 3-dimensional comparison of tin- (.'()('('•)!)) HI id ('('('(87)
calculations with the presented C('C( 103) results shows generally very good convergence
in the larger values of the cross sections.

5. Conclusions

We have presented measurements and calculations for e-Ile ionizalion by 10 eV incident
electrons. The measurements were specific to the asymmetric energy sharing of the two
outgoing electrons with the slow electron having Eg = <1 eV. The triply differential
cross sections were measured in and out of the scattering plane. Convergence in the
CCC calculations for this energy sharing kinematics is good as is agreement with the
measurements, which have been normalized independently.

The CCC calculations have also been presented for the equal energy-shining
kinematics, tested for convergence and compared with the only available relative
measurements in the coplanar symmetric geometry. Convergence was found to be
generally good for the larger values of the cross section, but not so at small angles
in the coplanar symmetric geometry. In particular, we have found that, by comparison
of the CCC(99) and CCC(S7) results, good convergence with increasing target-space /
may be obtained by taking /lnsx = 4. The substantial improvement al the small angles
of this geometry by the CCC(103) calculation indicates I he importance of having a
relatively large number of states with higher /.

These results are most encouraging. In the CCC theory we distinguish between
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the target-space and projectile-space electrons. The unitarity of the close-coupl'mi"
formalism ensures that there is little probability of exciting the ground I = 0 target slate
to / > 4. We therefore should be able to calculate accurate cross sections irrespeilhe
of the energy sharing of the outgoing electrons. For example, we have been able tu
reproduce the shape nl the e-llc symmetric coplanar measurements for the IIIM1 ul Kill
eV iiiciclrnt eleitrons using /lliax = 5 even though each of the outgoing eleclnins has
energy nearly 10 eV.

Having demonstrated tin- ability of the CCC' theory lo accurately describi* 11•<-
TDCS in the asymmetric energy sharing case we shall nexl < oncentrale on I In- <-<|IIJI1
energy sharing kinematics for which extensive measurements are available in the Imv
;u)d intermediate energy ranges.
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Fij-uro 1. One-olectron excited-slate energy lovels arising in the 103-, 99-, and 87-state
CCC calculations. The total energy of the e-lle system for 40 eV incident electrons is
denoted by E.
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Figure 2. The top and side view of the experimental apparutus
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Figure 3. Differential cross sections fore-He scattering at a projectile energy of '10 cV.
The present calculations are denoted by CCC(103), CCC(99) and CCC(87), and are
described in the text. The CCC(75) calculation is due to Fursa and Bray (1995). The
measurements are due to Brunger ti al (1992) (elastic), Hrunger tt al (1900) (ratio
measurements multiplied by our theoretical 2lP), Trajmar (1973) (2l5,23i>','23/J),
Register el al (1980) (elastic), Truhlar et of (1973) (2 'P) , and Chutjian and Thomas
(1975).
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Figure 4. TIIP e-He ionization coplanar triple differential cross sections for the case
of asymmetric energy sharing (£T/j = 4 eV) of the two outgoing electrons for incident
energy EQ = 40 eV. Tim present measurements have been normalized independently
of the CCC theory.
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Figaro 5. Same as for figure A except for given fixed values of On- The CCC theory
is denoted by the number of states in the calculation.
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sections have l;ei-n generated liy interpolation of appro.vimalely 200 measured pointn.

The in-plane case for 0,\ = W occurs for ciB = 180°.
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Figure 8. The e-He ionizalion coplnnni triple differential cross s«tioM for the case
cf equal energy sharing (EA = Eg) at Che two outgoing decLrons for incident energy
£•„ = 40 eV. The relative mcasurcmenis of RBsel r( it (1991) have been normalised to
thf theory.


